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Abstract - Nowadays everyone uses the social media such

as Facebook, twitter to share item with friends, public, groups
— e.g., Images, posts, videos. They have their own concern in
sharing item. Sometime these items example-image with that
depicts multiple clients, comments that includes many users
leads to privacy issue as the priority regarding item will be in
the hand of uploader only.at present, there are less mechanism
that can handle this type of privacy issues.to provide solution
to privacy issues is very complex mechanism, as the different
user have different preference for item, one may wish to share
with and one may not as it may include some sensitive
information about him. The users will be more involved in
current mechanism. Existing methods are very constrained to
fixed ways of aggregating privacy priorities. So there is need
for mechanism which provide a solution such that it will be
accepted by all users involved in image or post with
satisfaction. We propose a mechanism which helps in detecting
in privacy issues and providing solution to these issues which
will be accepted by the all user involved in item in social
media.it will adapt to various users privacy preferences in
more customized manner compared to present mechanism.
Here we show how solution is provided by comparing various
privacy priorities of different users and decide to whom the
item can be shared and allow them to access the item [1]. We
try to reduce the user’s involvement in our approaches by
allowing System captures user behavior based on their interest
to allowance/reject right to use specific user for that
uploading item.
Key Words: social media, privacy, Priorities, issues,
user’s involvement upload item.

1. INTRODUCTION
Social media users upload the thing such as image, post,
comments based on their interest. They can have their own
priority with respect to item. But social media best allows
uploader to set his privacy course of action for that item i.e.
who may have get right of entry to the object. This is may
lead to privacy violations that other users who troubled by
that object cant set privacy choices for it. [1]. for example
picture in which a cluster of users are covered and one of the
consumer desires to add that image on social media (up
loader) then actual he having rights approximately to whom
he wants to share that picture. But right here the other users
in that image can also have privacy issues regarding this
case. The present approach uses negotiation to resolve this
trouble via using e-mail, SMSs, smartphone calls and so on.
But this approaches require extra time to cope with situation
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manually due to the fact there are more than one uploader
and accessor are present on social media. In this paper
scheme introduces a new technique to address these privacy
issues. Here scheme considering all users personal privacy
options and perceive at the least two rules that having
contradictory choices about granting/denying access for that
unique item i.e. Privacy warfare. System presents answer by
modelling get right of entry to manipulate in this kind of way
that all customers worried in that uploading object receive
that solution and make sure about their privacy.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Literature survey is the most important step in software
development process. Before developing the tool it is
necessary to determine the time factor, economy n company
strength. Once these things r satisfied, ten next steps are to
determine which operating system and language can be used
for developing the tool. Once the programmers start building
the tool the programmers need lot of external support. This
support can be obtained from senior programmers, from
book or from websites. Before building the system the above
consideration r taken into account for developing the
proposed system.
2.1 Summary of the project
As suggested by existing research, negotiations about
privacy in social media are collaborative most of the time.
That is, users would consider other preferences when
deciding to whom they share, so users may be willing to
concede and change their initial most preferred option.
Being able to model the situations in which these
concessions happen is of crucial importance to propose the
best solution to the conflicts found one that would be
acceptable by all the users involved. We conducted a user
study comparing our mechanism to what users would do
themselves in a number of situations. The results obtained
suggest that our mechanism was able to match participant’s
concession behavior significantly more often than other
existing approaches. This has the potential to reduce the
amount of manual user interventions to achieve a
satisfactory solution for all parties involved in multi-party
privacy conflicts.
In proposed system the computational mechanism for social
media that, given the individual privacy preferences of each
user involved in an item, is able to find and resolve conflicts
by applying a different conflict resolution method based on
the concessions users’ may be willing to make in different
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situations. We also present a user study comparing our
computational mechanism of conflict resolution and other
previous approaches to what users would do themselves
manually in a number of situations. The results obtained
suggest our proposed mechanism significantly outperformed
other previously proposed approaches in terms of the
number of times it matched participants’ behavior in the
study. Negotiating users have their own individual privacy
preferences about the item — i.e., to whom of their online
friends they would like to share the item if they were to
decide it unilaterally. In this paper, we assume negotiating
users specify their individual privacy preferences using
group-based access control, which is nowadays mainstream
in Social Media (e.g., Facebook lists or Google+ circles), to
highlight the practical applicability of our proposed
approach.
2.2 Detecting and resolving privacy conflicts for
collaborative data sharing in online social networks
Until now, very few researchers considered the problem of
resolving conflicts in multi-party privacy management for
Social Media. Wish art et al. Proposed a method to define
privacy policies collaboratively. In their approach all of the
parties involved can define strong and weak privacy
preferences. However, this approach does not involve any
automated method to solve conflicts, only some suggestions
that the users might want to consider when they try to solve
the conflicts manually.
The work described in is based on an incentive mechanism
where users are rewarded with a quantity of numeraire each
time they share information or acknowledge the presence of
other users (called co-owners) who are affected by the same
item. When there are conflicts among co-owners’ policies,
users can spend their numeraire bidding for the policy that is
best for them. Then, the use of the Clark Tax mechanism is
suggested to obtain the highest bid. As stated in , users may
have difficulties to comprehend the mechanism and specify
appropriate bid values in auctions. Furthermore, users that
earned much numeraire in the past will have more
numeraire to spend it at will, potentially leading to unilateral
decisions.
In users must manually define for each item: the privacy
settings for the item, their trust to the other users, the
sensitivity of the item, and how much privacy risk they
would like to take. These parameters are used to calculate
what the authors call privacy risk and sharing loss on
segments — they define segments as the set of conflicting
target users among a set of negotiating users. Then, based on
these measures all of the conflicting target users in each
segment are assigned the same action. That is, all of the
conflicts that a set of negotiating users have would be solved
either by granting or denying access. Clearly, not considering
that each individual conflict can have a different solution
leads to outcomes that are far from what the users would be
willing to accept.
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2.3 Condition Conflict Resolution and Malicious Owner
When collaboratively writing a policy, owners may specify
conflicting conditions for the policy. Other work within our
group has focused on policy conflict analysis and we will use
this to detect policy conflicts. We assume that the conditions
are regularly evaluated during the authoring process to
detect such conflicts. Once detected, the authoring process is
halted and all owners involved notified. If the conflict is due
to a co-owner that placed overly restrictive conditions over
content, the other co-owners should either respect that coowner’s wishes or modify the content so that the co-owner is
no longer affected e.g., for a photograph one could blur the
co-owner’s face or crop them from the picture.
Alternatively, the conflict may be caused by a malicious coowner purposely sabotaging the policy authoring with
unreasonable conditions. In this case, we assume such
behavior can be detected by the resource owner and other
co-owners. This will require support from the policy
authoring tool. Once notified of this malicious behaviour, the
owner and co-owners can then vote to exclude the malicious
co-owner from the policy authoring process. The owner can
then restart the policy authoring protocol and not invite the
malicious co-owner to participate. In following this
approach, we assume that (1) a co-owner’s reasonable
concerns for her privacy will not be interpreted as malicious
and (2) the majority of co-owners are not themselves
malicious.
2.4 Exploring self-censorship on Facebook
We sought to explore situations with different degrees of
sensitivity, as users’ behavior to resolve conflicts may be
different depending on how sensitive items are. However,
this would have involved participants sharing with us
sensitive items of them. Participants sharing sensitive
information in user studies about privacy in Social Media
was already identified as problematic in related literature, as
participants would always seem reluctant to share sensitive
information, which biases the study towards non-sensitive
issues only. Indeed, this reluctance to share information that
may be sensitive with researchers during user surveys is not
only associated with studies about privacy and Social Media,
but it has also been extensively proven to happen in many
other survey situations, including other scientific disciplines
such as psychology. A possible alternative to avoid this
problem could be one in which participants just self-report
how they behave when they experience a multiparty privacy
conflict without asking for any sensitive information of them.
However, the results obtained in that case may not match
participants’ actual behavior in practice, as previous
research on privacy and Social Media showed that there is a
dichotomy between users’ stated privacy attitudes and their
actual behavior . As a trade-off between these two
alternatives, we chose to recreate situations in which
participants would be immersed, following a similar
approach to , maximizing actual behavior elicitation while
avoiding biasing the study to non-sensitive situations only.
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To this aim, we described a situation to the participants and
asked them to immerse themselves in the situation by
thinking they were a particular person in a particular photo
that was to be shared through a Social Media site and that
they were tagged in it, and participants showed very
different individual privacy policies and concession
decisions depending on the situation as detailed below. Each
participant was presented with 10 different scenarios.
Scenarios were different across participants as they were
composed of: (i) one photo involving multiple users; and (ii)
a conflict created based on the individual privacy policy the
participant specified for the photo. As we had 50 participants
(as detailed below), we were able to gather participantspecified data relative to 500 different scenarios. Photos
referred to different situations (e.g., travelling, playing with
friends, partying, dating, etc.) and were of different
sensitivities a priori — though the participants were asked
to specify their privacy policy for the photo as their first task
for each scenario (as detailed below), which was different
according to how sensitive each photo was for each
participant.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

2) Data Sharing
User allowed to share any information with anyone based
on their interests. User can upload any image or post any
comment or post text in application. Once user decide to
whom the item should be shared, it will be verified by admin
whether to post the image or text on timeline instantly. The
users who are in the image will get a notification regarding
the uploaded item.
3) Assigning priority to users
The user who uploaded the item and users who are affected
by that item can have their own privacy situation for that
item. They decide to reject/allow to target users for that
particular item. The uploader assigns the users with priority
such as close friends as 1, Family as 2, my Friends as 3 etc.,
Admin
4) Issue detection
Image that depicts the multiple users can cause privacy
violations.as different users have different priority regarding
the item.one user wish to upload the item and another user
does not want that item to be uploaded.it may contain some
sensitive information such as it may be party picture which
he does not wish his friends or family to access the item.by
comparing the individual priority of each communicating
users we decide whether there is issue in uploading item or
not. If communicating users assign grant action regarding
the item then there is no issue in uploading item. If any one
of user did not grant permit to upload the item then there is
an issue in uploading item.
How to find Conflict
The conflicts will be found in the following case.
1. If you share any message or images before
migrating any friend to some group.
2. If u share any message or images before mutual
friend acceptance.

Fig-1 System architecture
The proposed system will executes in five phases
 User authentication
 Data sharing
 Assigning priority to users
 Issue detection
 Issue resolution

5) Issue resolution
In this stage the admin find the issue and users who are
affected by the item. System models concession rule
estimating about uploader and affected user’s interest and
tie strength with targeted user automatically provides
solution for issue. After that message is throw to user who
uploaded item about the final conclusion.

3.1 PHASES

How to Resolve Conflict

1) User Authentication
Every user log onto application by using their username and
passwords. New users has register by register phase
providing necessary information required by the application.
The username and passwords will be verified by server side
And after login to application the user can share information
to friends, family or public.
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2.

As soon as the user migrate to any group then
automatically the shared images or messages has to
send to corresponding user.
As soon as the other user accepts the mutual
friendship and then the shared images or messages
has to send to corresponding user.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION
Strategy of proposed system is to broaden social networking
web site with recommended functionalities where users can
utilize the utility and essential middle can system below it.
The social media have many no of users. The implement
proposes particularly varieties of users either from same or
one of a kind groups. Firstly communicating users is a fixed
of users who co-personal an item. One of them wants to add
an item and different customers come to be affected
customers for that identical item. Second one is Centered
users set to who object may be shared based totally on
negotiating person’s privacy possibilities.

4. Implementation Details

Figure 3: Conflict Detection Algorithm

Issue Detection Algorithm:

System compares all negotiating person’s privacy options for
uploading item as a way to detect conflicts among them. It
discover outs at least conflicted policies in which one
coverage giving supply to the focused consumer for object
and any other one denying for the identical.

Figure 2: Conflict Detection Algorithm:

Issue resolution algorithm
The conflicted user is given as input to the set of rules.
System locate outs consumer’s willingness to alternate their
preferred movement (furnish/deny) for particular centered
person. Based on that system fashions concession rules and
sooner or later consumer gets the answer as a battle
resolved policy.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we gift the first mechanism for detecting and
resolving privacy issues in Social Media that is based on
cutting-edge empirical evidence about privacy negotiations
and disclosure using elements in Social Media and is capable
of adapt the struggle decision approach based totally at the
specific situation. In a nutshell, the mediator firstly inspects
the person privacy rules of all customers worried looking for
viable conflicts. If conflicts are observed, the mediator
proposes a solution for each battle in keeping with a set of
concession regulations that model how users could
absolutely negotiate in this domain. We conducted a user
take a look at evaluating our mechanism to what customers
would do themselves in some of situations. The results
acquired endorse that our mechanism turned into capable of
match contributors’ concession behavior significantly more
regularly than different current tactics. This has the ability to
lessen the amount of manual person interventions to reap a
pleasant solution for all events worried in multi-celebration
privacy conflicts. Moreover, the examine also confirmed the
advantages that an adaptive mechanism just like the one we
presented in this paper can offer with recognize to extra
static methods of aggregating users’ individual privacy
possibilities, which can be not able to conform to one-of-akind situations and had been far from what the customers
did themselves. The research supplied in this paper is a
stepping stone towards extra computerized decision of
conflicts in multi-party privacy control for Social Media. As
destiny paintings, we plan to preserve studying on what
makes customers concede or no longer while fixing conflicts
in this area. In specific, we are also inquisitive about
exploring if there are other elements that would also play a
role in this, like for example if concessions can be stimulated
via previous negotiations with the equal negotiating
customers or the relationships among negotiators
themselves.
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